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CONCLUSIONS
• Several disease specific instruments were considered as validated among which TOOL, SQoL and SQLS were the only ones to show sensitivity to change.
• EQ-5D appears to have high level of validity and sensitivity to change compared to other generic instruments.
• Our recommendation would be to use the generic questionnaire EQ-5D or the schizophrenia-specific questionnaire S-QoL in future studies.  Severe mental illness specific questionnaires -The TOOL showed high validity, reliability and sensitivity.
-Subjective experience of antipsychotic drugs was well-assessed with the SWN. The validity of the SWN was acceptable high and the tool included assessment of subjective experience to evaluate differential effects of antipsychotics and dose regimens. -The W-QLI showed high validity. However, the scale is not reliable and sensitivity was not assessed.
 Schizophrenia-Specific questionnaires -The S-QoL was judged to have a high level of validity and average sensitivity to change. -The QOLM-S, a 30-item scale, also showed internal reliability and construct validity. -The SOL showed high validity and reliability. Sensitivity to change was not assessed. -The SLDS and 51-item SOAP-51 have average validity and reliability.
Sensitivity to change was not assessed. -SQLS showed average validity and sensitivity. However the scale is not reliable.
 Generic questionnaires -The EQ5D had the highest level of validity and a reasonable level of sensitivity to change. -The HUI3 had high validity. Reliability and sensitivity to change were not assessed. -The SF-36 showed average validity and reliability. Sensitivity to change was not assessed. -The AQoL was judged to have an average validity and high sensitivity to change. Reliability was not assessed.
 Other questionnaires -The Q-LES-Q-18 presented high validity and reliability. Sensitivity to change was not assessed. -The S.QUA.L.A presented an average reliability. However it was not valid.
Sensitivity to change was not assessed.
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